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MARKOV POINT PROCESS: 3D VORONOI
TESSELLATIONS GENERATED BY STRAUSS PROCESS

KAREL BODLÁK, PETR PONÍŽIL AND IVAN SAXL

Abstract. The mutual arrangement of points constituting independent re-
alizations of the conditional and unconditional Strauss process with variable
parameters R, γ is characterized by the properties of Voronoi tessellations gen-
erated by examined point patterns.

Abstrakt. Vzaimnoe raspolo�enie toqek, sostavl��wih nezavisimye re-
alizacii uslovnogo i bezuslovnogo Xtrausovskogo processa s peremen-
nymi parametrami R, γ harakterizuets� svoĭstvami mozaik Voronova gener-
irovannyh na osnove issleduemyh toqeqeqnyh modeleĭ.

1. Introduction

The Gibbs point processes [13] describe very large systems in the theories of
statistical physics, e.g. mutual behaviour and arrangement of particles in some ma-
terial at different temperatures. First we consider processes with a fixed number of
points. Let data be represented by a finite point configuration x = {x1, ..., xn} in
some bounded subset B of the d-dimensional Euclidean space. The used form of the
probability density function with respect to the Lebesgue measure µ is

(1) fn(x) =
1
Z
exp(−U(x)),

where Z is a normalizing constant, U is the energy function. Usually U is of a special
form

U(x) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n

∑
θ(‖xi − xj‖).

The function θ is called the pair potential and describes attractive and repulsion
forces depending on inter-point distances.
The general form of a density of Markov point processes [12, 13] according to

the Hammersley-Clifford theorem is of the form (1) [4]. Hence all Markov point
prosesses are Gibbs point processes. We assume a special case of the pair potential
θ(r) in this work(b > 0, ρ > 0):

θ(r) =




∞, r = 0
b, 0 < r ≤ ρ
0, r > ρ.
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We obtain the specific Markov point process which is called the Strauss point process
[12, 13, 15]. Its density is

(2) fn(x) =
1
Z
exp(−bs(x)), ρ > 0,

where s(x) is the number of point pairs the Euclidean distance of which is less than
ρ. Substituting γ = exp(−b), then γ ∈ (0, 1) and the density (2) has the form

(3) fn(x) =
1
Z
γs(x).

An elegant approach to a random number of points consists in considering the mea-
surable space (N, N ) of finite sets of distinct points in B, - see [4]. Then the Strauss
point process has a density with respect to the distribution of a Poisson point process
with the finite intensity measure µ given by

(4) f(y) = αβn(y)γs(y), y ∈ N,

where α is a normalization constant, β > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 1) are parameters, n(y) is
number of points. γ = 1 gives a Poisson point process with intensity measure βµ.
The parameter γ = 0 conditionally on no point pair being closer than ρ produces
a hard-core process. For γ ∈ (0, 1), there is a repulsion between the points which
increases as γ decreases (b is greater). The density (4) is not integrable for γ > 1.
The simulation studies of 2D Strauss process [1, 3, 4, 5] have shown the results

as follows. Patterns of a conditional model (fixed number of points n, called also
the canonical ensemble in analogy to statistical physics) show regularity at R = 0.35
(after renormalizing ρ to the unit point intensity: R = ρn1/2) not only at γ = 0.02
but also at γ = 0.5 whereas at R = 1.76 clustering is pronounced at γ = 0.05 as well
as at γ = 0.02 but the pattern of clusters is quasi-regular in the latter case [4] (n = 50
in a unit square). The clustering at γ > 1 is studied in [3] (n = 100 in the unit
square, R = 1, γ = 2): an equlibrium state with few clusters and small number of
isolated points was attained already after 200 iterations. As demonstrated by [1], the
transition from the complete spatial randomness (binomial-like process) to clustering
is abrupt without intermediate moderately clustered patterns. On the other hand,
in contrast to hard-core processes of the Matérn type II and SSI (simple sequential
inhibition), Strauss process at γ = 0 produces highly regular point patterns with
the packing densities (the area fraction of non-overlapping discs of radius R centred
in the points of the pattern) close to the theoretical values [5].
The process with random number of points (unconditional process, grand canoni-

cal ensemble) is less suitable for the analysis carried out in the present paper because
cluster states cannot be attained by the used MCMC algorithm. A detailed investi-
gation of this case is described in [2].
The methods used in the above papers include visual inspection, estimation of

n(x), s(x), second- and third-order characteristics (the pair-correlation function,
alignment function) and hexagonality number (the probability that a disk of radius
r � R centred at a typical point x contains exactly 6 other points like in the close-
packed arrangement of disks). There are no published papers on 3D Strauss model
as yet, at least as far as the knowledge of the authors goes.
Here another approach is chosen, namely the analysis of the Voronoi tessellation

generated by the examined point processes (a similar qualitative analysis was used
in [3] for the 2D nearest-neighbour Markov point process). Because of the one-to-
one correspondence between the generating point process and the tessellation, its
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geometric characteristics sensitively reflect the spatial arrangement of the process.
The standard goal of such an analysis concerns (i.) degree of the regularity of
the pattern (translation lattices produce isohedral tilings, which are more or less
distorted if generating patterns are displaced lattices of the Bookstein model type
- [8]), (ii.) hard- or soft-core property (Matérn hard-core processes, process of the
simple sequential inhibition - SSI, Strauss process, (iii.) mutual independence of
the point positions (stationary Poisson point process), (iv.) tendency to clustering
(Neyman-Scott processes [13], Bernoulli cluster fields [11]). In order to recognize
the basic rule governing analyzed point pattern, it is sufficient to consider the unit
tessellations only, which means that a point pattern is renormalized to the unit
intensity λ = 1; then also the mean cell volume Ev = 1/λ = 1 and R = ρ(En)1/3.
The cell volume variance var v (or, equivalently, CV v) is a sensitive characteristic of
the point arrangement and its estimation is the primary step of the analysis. In the
sequence of the above mentioned cases, var v increases from zero (isohedral tilings) to
0.178 (Poisson-Voronoi tessellation - PVT) and attains typically the values between
1 and 100 for various tessellation generating cluster fields.
Further information is acquired by estimating other cell properties, like are cell

surface area s, cell mean breadth w, shape factors g = 6
√
πv/s3/2 (related to the

isoperimetric inequality: g = 1 for a sphere) and f = 6v/πw3 (related to the Bier-
bach inequality; again f = 1 for a sphere), number of cell faces nf and in particular
its variance var nf , dihedral angles etc.
Even when the size characteristics of any cell are mutually independent, there is

a certain degree of correlation between their statistical characteristics. In particu-
lar, if only hard-, soft- and pseudo-hard-core processes are considered, then Es,Ew,
var nf are approximately increasing and shape factors g, f approximately decreasing
functions of var v, resp. - see Tab. 1. Small local extremes occur near the bounds
represented by tilings generated by tightly packed body centred (tetrakaidecahe-
drons) and face centred (rhombic dodecahedrons) cubic lattices and PVT [7]; simple
cubic tessellation behaves rather exceptionally - see Fig. 4. Some cell characteristics
have discontinuity at var v → 0+ (e.g. nf ).

Table 1. Cell characteristics of unit 3D Voronoi tessellations

tetrakai- SSI PVT Cluster field
decahedron (R=0.82) tessellations

var v 0 0.019 0.178 < 100
Ew 1.34 1.40 1.46 > 0.3
var nf 0 3.54 11.1 < 100
Eg 0.87 0.80 0.73 > 0.4

2. Simulation

First the examined Strauss process was simulated by means of the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique. The idea of MCMC is as follows: let X be a
finite point process with distribution Q. In order to generate samples of it a chain
is constructed of point processes X0 ∼ Q0, X1 ∼ Q1, ... all on the same space such
that lim

t→∞
Qt = Q weakly and it is assumed that Xn follows approximately the given

equilibrium distribution Q for n large enough.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is perhaps the most widely used tool for con-

structing Markov chains. Both the fixed and random number cases [4] were treated.
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In the conditional Strauss process with n(x) = k, tightly clustered and regularly
arranged patterns are formed for γ > 0 small and ρ exceeding certain value depend-
ing on k. For the unconditional Strauss process when β is large and γ is small (the
number of points is large and the repulsion is great), the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm is inefficient: the attained number En has an upper bound β and decreases
with diminishing γ - see Tab. 3.

Table 2. Effect of variables R, γ on the selected unit tessellation characteristics:
conditional Strauss process

R γ 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.70 0.95
var v 0.160

0.288 Ew 1.46
var nf 10.3
Eg 0.73

0.4–0.7 )∗ )∗ )∗ )∗

var v 0.045 0.047 0.055 0.076 0.11
0.72 Ew 1.425 1.427 1.43 1.439 1.45

var nf 5.41 5.54 5.94 7.09 8.66
Eg 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.76 0.74
var v 0.035 0.039 0.055 0.066

0.865 Ew 1.411 1.415 1.43 1.44
var nf 4.41 4.71 5.86 6.58
Eg 0.79 0.79 0.77 0.77
var v 0.056

1.01 Ew 1.437
var nf 5.52
Eg 0.76
var v 0.213 0.20 0.12 0.105

1.44 Ew 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.47
var nf 16.3 15.7 11.5 10.4
Eg 0.68 0.68 0.71 0.72
var v 2.15 2.19 2.05 0.18

2.88 Ew 1.23 1.24 1.24 1.46
var nf 26.3 25.7 26.5 11.6
Eg 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.73

)∗ examined range of unconditional Strauss process - see Tab. 3

The second step consisted in construction of the tessellation by means of the
incremental method with the nearest neighbour algorithm [6]. Edge effects have
been carefully removed by wide protecting layer (e.g. only ≈1000 cells remained
for the examination at k = 3000 in the conditional case). In the unconditional case
(β = 3000), the attained number En, hence also the value of R at constant ρ, varied
- see Tab. 3. The number of independent realizations ranged from 100 to 1000.
Main cell characteristics have been then determined by a direct calculation and

their moments about the origin µ′
i(•), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, estimated.

3. Results

The obtained results are presented in the Tab. 2 for the conditional Strauss process
and in Tab. 3 for the unconditional Strauss process. Only insufficient results have
been obtained in the latter case, as the attained number of points produced in
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Figure 1. Distribution functions F (x) and probability density
functions f(x) of the cell volume v at γ = 0.02 and variable R
(note the high ordering at R = 0.72 and a heavy clustering at
R = 2.88).
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Figure 2. Probability density functions f(x) of the cell volume
(note gradually vanishing Poisson clusters with decreasing γ at R =
0.72 and gradually increasing amount of clustering with decreasing
γ at R = 1.44).

the unit cube at a selected value of the paramater ρ decreased considerably with
decreasing value of γ.
Table 3. Effect of variables R, γ on the selected unit tessellation characteristics

unconditional Strauss process at ρ = 0.05 and β = 3000

γ 0.05 0.20 0.50 0.95
R 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.70
En 627 755 1105 2790
var v 0.07 0.085 0.108 0.152
Ew 1.44 1.44 1.45 1.44
var nf 6.84 7.46 8.59 10.7
Eg 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.76

4. Discussion of results

A) Conditional Strauss process
Effect of variable parameter R at a small interaction parameter γ(= 0.01, 0.02):
the tessellation does not differ substantially from PVT at R < 0.3, a considerable
ordering (var v < 0.1) takes place at 0.72 ≤ R ≤ 1.01, the amount of Poisson clusters
decreases along the sequence R = 0.29 → 0.72 → 0.865 and then again increases
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Figure 3. Examples of planar sections of 3D tessellations gener-
ated by the conditional Strauss process with R = 2.88, γ = 0.5.

with growing R; note the corresponding shifts of the modes and variable weights
of tails in Fig. 1. A tight clustering with the mode near v → 0+ is observed at
R = 2.88.
Effect of variable interaction parameter γ at a medium value of the parameter R(=
0.72, 0.865): the value of 0.72 is already above the value of 0.554 of the mean nearest
neighbour distance ρPV T in the stationary Poisson point process. The repulsion is
pronounced at γ ≤ 0.2 and still observable at γ = 0.5. At 0.01 ≤ γ ≤ 0.02, the values
of var v and var nf are already lower than the corresponding values attainable in
the tessellations generated by the Matérn type II process [7]. The shifts of the mode
and the symmetrization of the cell volume probability density function are clearly
perceptible, the both tails of the cell volume distributions are the lighter the smaller
is γ - see Fig. 2. The equivalent diameter of the observed minimum cell in the
samples (of the size 105 cells) Rmin = (6vmin/π)1/3 decreases from 0.85 (γ = 0.02,
a strong repulsion) to 0.61 (γ = 0.50, a mild repulsion) in a rough agreement with
the actual values of the parameter R.
Effect of variable interaction parameter γ at high values of R: A very similar tight
clustering takes place at all but one (0.95) values of γ at R = 2.88, all characteristics
are nearly the same in the broad examined range [0.02, 0.7], which is rather surpris-
ing. The equivalent diameter Rmin is of the order of 0.1 only, whereas the value of
0.5 can be expected for PVT and a sample of similar size. At R = 1.44, the amount
of clustering is much less pronounced, however, it distinctly decreases with growing
γ. In contrast to the case of medium and small values of R, the both tails of the
cell volume distributions are the heavier the smaller is γ - Fig. 2. A similar value of
var v describes tessellations generated by Neyman-Scott process of Matérn clusters
with the daughter number N = 20 and the ball diameter R < 0.2ρPV T . However,
the quasi-regularity of cluster arrangement observable in 2D sections and number
of hitted small inner cells indicate that a comparison with tessellations generated
by lattice cluster fields is more correct - then the estimate N ≈ 50 would be more
realistic [8, 9, 10]. The ordering of clusters is then similar as in the 2D case [4].

B) Unconditional Strauss process
The results can be incorporated into Tab. 2 – the row with )∗ – and then they do

not differ substantially from the values obtained for the conditional Strauss process
(see also Fig. 4). The obtained tessellations roughly correspond to the tessellations
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Figure 4. Mean widths of tessellations generated by displaced cu-
bic simple and face centred cubic lattices, by the process of simple
sequential inhibition (SSI) [7] and by examined cases of Strauss
process (small numbered points - conditional process; great points -
unconditional process); the tightly clustered cases 17–19 have been
omitted (for explanation of low Ew see [9]). The values of γ, R
corresponding to the numbers in the plot are shown in the Tab. 5.

generated by the Matérn type II process [7] (Tab. 4). They may also be compared
with the 2D simulation using Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [2]: at γ = 0.75, ρ = 0.1
and β = 100 in a unit square, the mean number of points En ≈ 65 = 0.66β was
attained. Renormalizing to a unit mean intensity, R = ρ

√
En ≈ 0.1 × 8.1 = 0.81

and not 1 as expected. Similarly in Tab. 3: by interpolation between γ = 0.5 and
0.95, the gain of points 1950/β is also ≈ 66% at γ = 0.73 and R = 0.62.

Table 4. Selected characteristics of the unit tessellation generated
by the 3D Matérn type II process

R 0.62 0.52 0.380 PVT
var v 0.057 0.088 0.134 0.178
Ew 1.43 1.44 1.45 1.46
var nf 6.09 7.59 9.41 11.1
Eg 0.77 0.77 0.74 0.73

C) Conclusions
It can be concluded that if R is high (≥ 5ρPV T ) clustering persists even at rather

high values of γ(≈ 0.7) and a dissolution of clusters takes place only at γ as high
as 0.95. At R ≈ 2.6ρPV T , clustering is distinct only at low values of γ, whereas
partial order is established at higher values of γ and vanishes again at γ → 1. Only
at sufficiently low R, the degree of the order is inversely proportional to γ. On the
other hand, ordering is poor even at small values of γ if R is low (≤ 0.5ρPV T ). The
resuls are comparable with the qualitative 2D results [4].
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Table 5 Survey of examined cases (conditional Strauss process) - see Fig. 4

R �γ 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.70 0.95
0.288 13
0.72 3 4 5 9 11
0.865 1 2 6 8
1.01 7
1.44 16 15 12 10
2.88 18 19 17 14

Mean width Ew together with CV v are two suitable characteristics of any tes-
sellation; the comparison of Ew vs CV v plots of tessellations generated by selected
hard- and pseudo-hard-core processes with the values obtained in the present pilot
study classifies the examined cases of the Strauss process in the broader framework.
Clearly, lower values of γ and perhaps slightly higher values of R should be selected
in order to obtain more regular point pattern and, consequently, a tessellation ap-
proaching isohedral tilings of the dodecahedronal or tetrakaidecahedronal types.
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